Modeling approaches based on the density functional theory (DFT): the Kohn-Sham (KS) method and orbital-free (OF) method are used to for calculation of the binding energies per atom as functions of the diameter of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with the open ends. It is shown that this energy has a minimum at a diameter of about 1.1 -1.2 nm. The experiments made by means of Raman spectroscopy have shown that diameters of SWCNTs mainly lie in the range of 1 -1.5 nm.
Introduction
Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), discovered at the end of the last century are at the center of attention of many research groups. Many of those researchers are interested in the atomic and electronic structures of SWCNTs, their mechanical properties, interaction with other materials and among themselves, and many other things. However, despite huge number of the works devoted to the study of UNT, some of their main features are still obscure. In particular, one of main questions remains without answer: are the diameters of the tubes defined? Most often it is simply specified in literature that diameter of SWCNTs lies within 0.7 -1.6 nanometers. At the same time there are data that it is possible to receive SWCNTs with the minimum diameter of 0.3 nanometers [1] and maximum of 12 nanometers [2] . Experimental distributions of SWCNTs on diameter values with maxima in the range from 1 to 1.5 nanometers are given in [3, 4] . Energy dependence of the armchair tubes on their diameters is obtained in [5] by the semi-empirical PM3 method of computer modeling; the energy minimum is revealed for a diameter of about 0.8 nanometers.
We did not find other data regarding the dependence of the SWCNTs' energy on the diameter value, therefore we performed our own calculations from the first principles, using two methods based on DFT [6] : namely, the KS [7] method realized in the FHI96md [8] package and the orbital-free (OF) method described in [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Methods and models used for modeling
The KS method is widely known and does not need a detailed discussion here. It is enough to remind that in this approach, the system of the one-electron equations of Schrödinger is replaced with a set of the Kohn-Sham equations in which each electron interacts with total density ρ(r), formed by all electrons:
where
V xc (r) is the exchange-correlation potential which can be calculated in some approach, ψ i is the wave function corresponding to the i-th one-electron state, ε i is the energy of this state. The OF approach does not operate with wave functions (orbitals), but with the total electron density only. Actually, this approach is consecutive development of the hypothesis of Hohenberg and Kohn [6] , that the ground state of a quantum system can be described by means of only electronic density. Thus, the total energy of the system can be found by minimization of a certain functional:
where ε ex−c and ε kin are the exchange-correlation and kinetic energy functionals. A basis of the OF approach is finding of the density ρ(r) turning into zero the functional F [ρ], which is a variation derivative of the functional of energy (1):
where the density ρ(r) must satisfy the condition ρ(r)dr = N (N is the number of electrons in the system); the potentials µ kin (ρ) and µ ex−c (ρ) are the variation derivatives (3) may be solved by any iteration method, and then the total energy may be calculated. The OF approach gained noticeable development in the last 20 years (see for example [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ), however its supporters have not yet achieved serious success. In our opinion, the reason for difficulties is that their works rely on the authority of Hohenberg and Kohn, who declared that there is a universal functional of kinetic energy and the task consists only in that to find it.
However, as shown recently [19, 20] , the idea of Hohenberg and Kohn about the existence of a universal density functional leading to the energy minimum is not strictly proved. Thus, there are bases to believe that attempts to construct an OF method based on use of any universal functional are obviously doomed to failure.
The OF method, based on the kinetic energy functionals ε kin specified for the each type of atoms was developed in our previous works [9] [10] [11] [12] . We demonstrated ability of our method to describe the structure and energy of atomic systems consisting of two, three, and four atoms of various types. In the present work, we use this method for more large systems: namely, for simulation of carbon nanotubes.
Taking into account the restrictions by the sizes of atomic systems which are available for the KS method and for observance of uniformity of calculations, we limited ourselves to consideration of nanotubes fragments of the armchair type in the form of rings consisted of the four atomic chains. Diameters of rings were varied from 0.41 nanometers to 1.55 nanometers. Thus, the number of the atoms included into the studied system changed from 48 to 176. The kinetic energy functional for carbon atoms were taken the same like in [10] . The cell sizes for calculations by the OF method were taken 40 × 40 × 40 a.e.
3 with splitting 150 × 150 × 150 (1 a.u. = 0.529Å). For calculations by the KS method, we used a cell of the same size; the cutting energy for the set of plane waves was equal 40 Rydberg; exchange and correlation interactions were calculated in both cases in the LDA approach [21] . In all cases, atoms of carbon could move under the influence of interatomic forces and find the equilibrium positions during of calculations.
Results of modeling
First of all, we compared interatomic distances d obtained in our calculations with literature data. Results are collected in Table 1 . Our calculations give the sizes of distances between internal atoms of SWCNTs close to the literary data. Unfortunately, we did not find works in which experimental or theoretical data on interatomic distances at open edges of SWCNTs are provided. However in [24, 25] it is shown by modeling by various methods that in carbon systems of diamond type the distance between edge atoms decrease to 1.35 -1.38Å against 1.55Å in the central part. Qualitatively it coordinates with our results about reduction of interatomic distance on the ends of nanotubes in comparison with distances between internal atoms.
In Fig. 1 , the binding energies (per atom) are presented for the considered SWCNT fragments. First, we see that the values received by the OF method (the curve 1) and by the KS method (the curve 2) are well coordinated with each other, differing less than for 10 percent. Both methods show the existence of a minimum of energy at similar values of diameter: D min = 1.1 nanometer for the OF method, and D min = 1.24 nanometer for the KS method. For comparison, the semi-empirical PM3 method data [4] are given in the same Fig. 1 (the curve 4) . These data show a minimum at D min = 0.8 nanometer. In our opinion, this minimum is not very reliable as it is presented by only one point which obviously drops out of the values next to it.
FIG. 1. The binding energy vs diameter of SWCNT. 1 -OF calculations; 2 -KS calculations with open ends; 3 -KS calculations of infinite tubes; 4 -PM3 calculations [4]
There is the remaining question: what is the physical reason for the emergence of a minimum of the atomic energy while diameter of a tube increases? Two counteracting mechanisms of energy change are necessary for the emergence of a minimum. The first mechanism is obvious: the total number of the system's atoms increases with increase of diameter. As a rule, it conducts to increasing of binding energy if is only not followed by specific reorganizations of atomic structure, like, for example, it is happened in "magic" clusters. In our case, the structure of the system does not change therefore the binding energy has to grow on the absolute value with increase of diameter. Besides, the increase in diameter automatically is followed by reduction of curvature of a tube that in addition lowers the energy of the system as it approaches to the energy of graphene. However in the case of SWCNTs of finite sizes having the open ends there is one more possible mechanism of the energy changing; this is the interaction of the atoms which are on the ends of a tube, among themselves. The greater the diameter, the greater the average distance between these atoms, and correspondingly, the lower their contribution to the system's total energy.
To verify this hypothesis, we carried out additional calculations by the KS method, using the fact that the FHI96md package, which we applied to calculations, is adapted for periodic calculations and at an appropriate choice of parameters of the supercell can model an infinite nanotube (i.e. not having the ends). In this case it appeared that the binding energy falling on one atom has no minimum, and monotonously grows on an absolute value (the curve 3). That is, interaction of the edge atoms really responsible for the energy minimum.
Technique of experiment
The colloidal solutions (CSs) with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) (Nanocyl production, Belgium), synthesized by CCVD method with nanocatalysts on the basis of CoO, were used as a basis of investigation. Functionalization of MWCNTs was reached by hashing within 5 hours in an ultrasonic bathtub in the acid environment (H 2 SO 4 and HNO 3 in the ratio 3:1) with a warming up no more than 42
• C. Deionized water was added to solution after cooling in the equilibrium ratio; than it was filtering, washing, and the subsequent drying was carried out like [26] . The level of functionalization of MWCNTs was determined by use of the FT-IR spectra (Nicolet iS50, 0.125 cm −1 ). The produced CSs were put as drops within the interelectrode space (100, 500, 1000 and 1500 µm of width) of the film chip made like [26] . The constant voltage (varied from 10 to 50 V) was applied to electrodes.
After evaporation of the drop some structures were formed in the electric field (Fig. 2) . It is conditionally possible to divide them to fractals (with fractal dimensionality of D F R = 1.7 -2.2), fractal clusters (D F R = 1.6 -1.8) consisting, probably, of very small nanoparticles, and piecewise linear (threadlike) structures. According to SEM and ASM data, the simultaneous formation of both fractal clusters, and piecewise linear structures was observed in case of change of voltage from 20 to 45 V. (Fig. 3 ) (both with electric field, and without the field), which are typical for MWCNTs. However, in the low-frequency area of CLS so-called radial breath modes (RBM) have been found in the range of 100 -360 cm −1 , typical only for SWCNTs [27] (see the insertion I in Fig. 3 ). RBM lines were observed for the particles formed directly on electrodes (193, 235 and 272 cm −1 ) and also for the fractal clusters and the piecewise linear structures (280 cm −1 ) whereas they were absent for fractal structures (see the insertion I in Fig. 3 
Conclusion
The calculations which are carried out by two methods based on DFT, namely the Kohn-Sham method and the orbital-free method, showed that the binding energy of carbon nanotubes has an energy minimum with a diameter of tube about 1.1 -1.2 nanometers. It is revealed that interaction of atoms which are on the open ends of tubes is responsible for the emergence of an energy minimum. The experimental study, which was carried out by means of Raman spectroscopy has shown that SWCNTs which are formed in contact with multiwall carbon nanotubes have diameters in the range of 1 -1.5 nanometers irrespective of presence of electric voltage. 
